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Teaching Your Dog a Sit/Down Maintain Behavior

The Sit Maintain

To teach your dog to ‘sit’ using prompting,
follow the steps below:

1. Find a food treat your dog really likes. We
are talking eye-glazing here.
2. Pinch the food treat between your thumb
and finger, so that the dog can smell and lick
the treat but not eat it.
3. Hold the treat immediately above your
dog’s nose, just touching the nose—do not
pull your hand away from his nose, this will

teach him to jump. Move your hand upward to raise the dog’s head. As
your dog raises his head, his hind end will lower into a sit.

4. Click and treat your dog!
5. Do this about 3 times. After that, the dog should begin to automatically

sit when he sees you have a treat and are ready to hold it to his nose.
Now begin using a fake cookie, but when the dog sits, click, and
reinforce. Once the dog anticipates the sit behavior, you are ready to say,
‘sit’. Do not say ‘sit’ before you are willing to bet your instructor 5 bucks
that your dog will sit. Saying sit and the dog doing nothing, teaches the
dog that the cue ‘sit’ means nothing.

6. To teach your dog to hold the sit position, click and reinforce repeatedly
while the dog continues to sit. If he gets up withdraw the food treat,
move to a fresh spot and try again. As long as he continues to sit, you
can continue to sporadically click and reinforce.

7. Every time your dog sits, he holds this position until you release with
‘okay.’ Sit is a maintain behavior. This means when your dog sits, you
have flipped the sit ‘light switch’ and your dog continues to sit until you
flip the ‘off switch,’ which is the cue ‘okay.’ You can use a cue other then
okay if you prefer.
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8. Tempt your dog to get up from the cued sit position by waving a treat or
toy at the full length of your arm. Start out easy and build up to harder
temptations. This will help increase your dog’s self-control. Click and
reinforce your dog for holding the sit position and feed while he is still
sitting. Don’t let the dog fail more than 2 times in a row. Make it easier so
the dog is successful. Training rehearses success!

To capture sitting, just click and reinforce every time you see your dog sit.
Name the behavior once the dog consistently offers the sit. Build up the
holding of the position as described above and release with ‘okay.’
You can get your dog to sit by clicking and reinforcing for eye contact while
your dog stands in front of you. Looking up at you without sitting will be
slightly uncomfortable, so the dog will sit. Now click and reinforce for eye
contact AND sitting. Add the cue when the dog consistently offers the sit.
Release the dog with ‘okay.’
Slowly begin fading out the treat that you are using to help the dog sit.
Remember to treat the dog only after you click.

Dog sits  click  treat while dog is still sitting  release dog with ‘okay!’

The Down Maintain
To train your dog to down and hold the position
using the prompting game, follow the steps
below:
1. Pinch the food treat between your thumb and
finger, so that your dog can smell and lick the
treat, but not eat it.
2. Ask the dog to ‘sit.’ Now half his body is
already in the down position and you only need to
work on the other half!
3. Hold the food treat to his nose and move it
straight down to the floor. Do this only three
times then switch to the fake cookie again, like

you did with the sit training.
4. Click when his elbows touch the ground, then treat and praise your dog!
5. When your dog begins to anticipate the down, even without you holding a

fake cookie to his nose, you are ready to say ‘down.’ Do not say ‘down’
before you are willing to bet your instructor 5 bucks that your dog will do
it. Saying down and the dog doing nothing teaches the dog that ‘down’
means nothing.

6. To teach your dog to hold the down position, click and reinforce
repeatedly while the dog continues to down. If he gets up withdraw the
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food treat, move to a fresh spot and try again. As long as he continues to
down, you can continue to sporadically click and reinforce.

7. Tempt your dog to get up from the cued down position by waving a treat
or toy at the full length of your arm. Start out easy and build up to harder
temptations. This will help increase your dog’s self-control. Click and
reinforce your dog for being successful while he is still in the down
position. Don’t let the dog fail more than two times in a row. Make it
easier so the dog is successful. Rehearse success!

Dog downs  click  treat while dog is still laying down  release dog with
‘okay!’

Slowly begin fading out the treat that you are using to help the dog get into
the down position. This means that you start moving the treat around to
your other hand and eventually to a chair or counter. When the dog downs
you can reach for the treat immediately. This is very important because you
don’t want your dog to down only when you have food in your hand.
While you are training the ‘down,’ you can click (and reinforce) any down
that the dog does. This will get the dog thinking that doing a down is a good
thing.

You can practice downs all through the day without having formal training
sessions. Ask your dog to down:

 When you are about to let him out the door to go potty. When he downs,
click and say ‘okay’ to release him and open the door. The release and
being able to go outside is your dog’s reinforcement. Use this only if your
dog likes going outside

 Before you feed him. Again, release with ‘okay’ and only use this if your
dog likes his food

 Before you pet him or play with him, if your dog likes those activities

Remember that it takes about 200 repetitions in different situations and
environments for your dog to learn. It is important to change the location
where you are practicing, so that your dog learns to sit and down in different
locations and in different circumstances. If you don’t change locations, the
dog will only learn to sit and down in the rooms that you have practiced in.
By changing rooms and practicing outdoors and other places, you are
teaching your dog that sit means to sit in a variety of locations.

Food Bowl Game – Maintain and Stay Training
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This is a great game. You can play it every time you feed your dog. Ask your
dog to sit. When he does, begin lowering the food dish. If he gets up, pull
the dish back up high. Quickly your dog will figure out that if he remains
sitting the dish is lowered, which is what he wants. He will also learn that if
he gets up from the sit, the dish is pulled back up. This teaches the dog self-
control, which is an important life skill.

When the dish touches the ground, release the dog with ‘okay’ to eat. As the
dog catches on to the game, require more self-control of your dog. The next
step is that the food dish is touching the ground and you are standing
upright. Then you can build up to your dog making eye contact with you
before you release him to eat. This is a fun game, enjoy it!


